Enhancement in thermal stability and resistance to denaturants of lipase encapsulated in mesoporous silica with alkyltrimethylammonium (CTAB).
We assembled a highly durable conjugate with both a high-density accumulation and a regular array of lipase, by encapsulating it in mesoporous silica (FSM) with alkyltrimethylammonium (CTAB) chains on the surface. The activity for hydrolyzing esters of the lipase immobilized in mesoporous silica was linearly related to the concentration of lipase, whereas that of non-immobilized lipase showed saturation due to self-aggregation at a high concentration. The lipase conjugate also had increased resistance to heating when stayed in the silica coupling with CTAB. In addition, encapsulating the enzyme with FSM coupled CTAB caused the lipase to remain stable even in the presence of urea and trypsin, suggesting that the encapsulation prevented dissociation and denaturing. This conjugate had much higher activity and much higher stability for hydrolyzing esters when compared to the native lipase. These results show that FSM provides suitable support for the immobilization and dispersion of proteins in mesopores with disintegration of the aggregates.